
VisionNav attends Process Expo 2023 to demonstrate logistics automation for 
food and beverage industry 
 
Sep.20, 2023, Chicago- VisionNav, a global leader in intralogistics automation, is 
excited to announce its participation in Process Expo 2023, one of the most 
prominent events in the food and beverage processing industry. The event will take 
place from October 23 to 25 at Chicago, IL. VisionNav is showcasing its latest 
innovation tailored specifically for the food and beverage sector. Attendees are 
invited to visit Booth 5017 to witness the future of logistics automation. 
 

 
In response to the growing demand for efficient logistics within the thriving food and 
beverage industry, VisionNav's cutting-edge solution is poised to redefine the 
landscape. Central to their presentation is the VNP15—an autonomous forklift of 
remarkable versatility. Attendees can expect an in-depth exploration of VisionNav's 
groundbreaking logistics automation system. VisionNav will showcase how goods 
seamlessly move from conveyor systems to storage areas with remarkable speed and 
precision. 
 
Key Highlights: 
• Booth Location: Booth# 5017, South Hall of the McCormick Place Convention 
Center in Chicago 
• Logistics Automation: Witness firsthand how VisionNav's logistics automation 
solution optimizes the food and beverage supply chain, ensuring timely deliveries 
and reduced operational costs. 



• Autonomous Forklift VNP15: The star of the show, the VNP15, will demonstrate 
its ability to navigate complex warehouse environments autonomously, ensuring 
swift and accurate material handling. 
• Industry Expertise: Engage with VisionNav's team of experts who will provide 
insights into how these automation solutions can revolutionize your business 
operations. 
 

 
"Process Expo 2023 is a significant platform for us to showcase our commitment to 
innovation and excellence in logistics automation," said Don, VP of sales at 
VisionNav. "Our logistics automation solutions, powered by the VNP15 autonomous 
forklift, offer unprecedented efficiency and reliability, addressing the unique 
challenges of the food and beverage industry." 
 
For more information about VisionNav and its participation in Process Expo 2023, 
please visit 
https://registration.experientevent.com/ShowFPS231/Flow/ATT/?MarketingCode=2
839 
 
About VisionNav: 
VisionNav® Robotics is a global supplier of autonomous industrial vehicles and 
intralogistics automation solutions. Based on Machine Learning, Environmental 
Perception, Deep Learning, and Servo Control technology, VisionNav has developed 
9 product series for full-stack scenarios to automate industry logistics. VisionNav has 
served more than 30 countries and deployed 350+ projects around the globe, and 



partners with 50+ Fortune 500 companies, covering auto manufacturing, tire, food, 
petrochemical, e-commerce, 3PL, pharmaceutical, and other industries. 
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